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School librarians work every day to meet the needs of all students in their school, including those from underserved populations. Children from underserved populations face a number of obstacles to their education before even entering the school doors.

As school librarians, we are one of the leaders and change agents in our community. We provide a place of safety and stability. We ensure our schools and library programs meet the ever-changing needs of students. Through the resources and guidance in this toolkit, school librarians will be better prepared to develop and provide resources, programming, instruction, assistance, and support to our struggling and underserved youth.

This toolkit was developed in response to a concern from the AASL Affiliate Assembly, and I’m excited the 2016 Emerging Leaders team took on the challenge and created an amazing toolkit we can all use. School librarians from all over the country should take advantage of the team’s efforts and use this valuable resource to engage with your education colleagues and students and lead the growth and development of your school library program to better understand and serve your diverse and underserved student populations. School library programs are there for each and every student, and this resource helps us provide resources for some of those populations who are underserved.

Leslie Preddy
AASL President, 2015–2016
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INTRODUCTION

Today, many marginalized students face adversity inside and outside the classroom. These students are at high risk of poverty, dropping out of high school, and low rates of literacy (U.S. Dept. of Education 2013; National Resource Center for Permanency and Family Connections 2014; La Vigne 2008). School librarians are in a unique position to help these underserved student populations overcome these barriers by offering resources and support and advocating on their behalf. School librarians must recognize the particular needs of underserved students in order to develop effective library services and strategies to ensure that these students are academically successful.

This guide emerged as a response to a concern brought forward by the AASL Affiliate Assembly, which called attention to the need for additional resources for school librarians working with underserved students. It was created by the 2016 ALA Emerging Leaders (EL) Project Team A for the American Association of School Librarians (AASL). The team is comprised of five librarians currently working in school, academic, and public libraries.

The information curated in this guide is intended to fill the gap in existing resources available for school librarians. The resource guide includes information, strategies, and tools in one comprehensive and accessible ePDF toolkit format. The guide focuses on five student populations considered by AASL to be underserved in K-12 education: children in foster care, homeless children, children of incarcerated parents, children of migrant workers, and children in non-traditional families. Each section focuses on an individual population.

Over the course of six months, the EL team performed extensive research on each underserved population. Team members collected statistics and reports, academic and professional articles, web resources, lesson plans, programming ideas, collection development guidance, and more. This guide reflects the most recent and relevant information available and is the product of both individual and team efforts to make this resource as comprehensive as possible.

The resource guide may be read as a whole or by section. Each section is further subdivided into the following areas:

1. The Introduction provides background information on the underserved population.
2. The Further Readings subsection includes scholarly and professional articles, websites, and other documents that school librarians may wish to consult to gain insight into guidelines, methods, and solutions for providing services to students in need.
3. The Resources subsection includes national and local organizations and their contact information.
4. The Programming subsection includes existing programming success stories and tips for planning original programming and library events.
5. The **Practical Tips** subsection offers advice and solutions to possible challenges that may occur when developing programs and services for the underserved population.

6. The **Legislation** subsection includes relevant legislative measures that may affect a particular student population. This area is a helpful reference when school librarians are considering legal guidelines or when advocating for planning or funding.

7. The **Collection Development** subsection includes suggested readings and original book lists. These books include a range of grade and reading levels with relatable characters and stories.

This guide is intended to serve as a helpful reference for school librarians to help make their libraries inclusive and welcoming spaces for all students. It is by no means exhaustive, nor does it claim to be the sole reference on underserved populations. We recognize that districts, school buildings, and student demographics vary greatly. However, if school librarians recognize even a single student in this guide or discover a new lesson plan or leave with a new book to add to the collection, we will consider this project a success.

**Works Cited**


CHILDREN OF INCARCERATED PARENTS

Introduction

In the United States in 2008, more than 2.7 million children had an incarcerated parent (Pew 2010). Children with one or more incarcerated parents face a unique array of challenges to their daily lives, including financial strain, social stigma, educational difficulties, and mental health problems (La Vigne 2008). During their parent's incarceration, children may lack a stable home structure, moving between different caretakers. The majority of children of incarcerated parents (COIP) live with their mother; however, if their mother is the incarcerated parent, these children are more likely to live with grandparents than their father. A smaller percentage will end up living in foster care or with other friends and family (Glaze 2008). In addition to this potential loss or reduction in home stability, children of incarcerated parents may have experienced trauma before, during, or after their parent’s arrest or incarceration (Youth.gov). Children of incarcerated parents may also feel stigmatized by their parent’s situation, resulting in mental health issues and isolating them from potential support (La Vigne 2008).


All of these factors can create a great deal of stress in a child's life. School librarians have the opportunity to provide resources to empower these students during this difficult situation. This guide offers resources for school librarians to help create a safe and welcoming environment for students dealing with the problems caused by having an incarcerated parent. While much of the research performed in this domain has focused on teachers, the 2016 Emerging Leaders team believes the resources compiled in this guide can also be useful to school librarians. This guide includes links to tip sheets, library programming ideas, scholarly articles, toolkits, legal information, collection development ideas, and more. It is designed to help school
librarians become aware of the issues surrounding parental incarceration with the end goal of making school libraries into a more welcoming and useful place for children of incarcerated parents.

**A Note on Terminology**
Throughout this document the acronym COIP will be used to represent the phrase "children of incarcerated parents."

**Works Cited**


Youth.gov. n.d. “Trauma: Children Who Have Experienced Trauma.”  

**Further Readings**

**Guides**
*Principal Leadership* (November).  

This guide offers advice for interacting with and helping COIP.

"What Educators and Schools Need to Know When Working with Children with Incarcerated Parents.” n.d.  

This resource offers tools and guidance for educators working with COIP.
This resource guide is designed for teens dealing with an incarcerated parent. It provides practical tips for navigating the complex problems that can arise from this situation.


This article summarizes the potential emotional journey COIP will experience during their parent’s arrest, trial, and incarceration, as well as behaviors to watch out for and be aware of.


This article explains the effect of parental incarceration at different childhood ages and how the absence of a parent could affect childhood development and behavior.


This article provides a comprehensive examination of the particular needs of COIP.

Scholarly Articles

The following list of scholarly articles expands on some of the issues already explored in this document. Those interested in a more research-oriented approach to the issue of COIP may find these articles of interest. Of special interest are articles such as Dallaire, Ciccone, and Wilson (2010) that deal with the effect of parental incarceration on children’s education. Although the findings of these articles are generally presented as pertinent primarily to teachers, the authors believe much of the information presented in these articles is also applicable to school librarians.


**Resources**

**Local and National Resources**

**Directory of Programs Serving Children & Families of the Incarcerated**
(National Resource Center on Children and Families of the Incarcerated)

The National Resource Center on Children and Families of the Incarcerated has compiled an extensive list of state, national, and international programs for helping and advocating for COIP.

**A Bill of Rights** (San Francisco Children of Incarcerated Parents Partnership)

The San Francisco Children of Incarcerated Parents Partnership has created a list of rights that should be advocated for for COIP, as well as some ideas for how to advocate.

**Websites**

**Little Children, Big Challenges: Incarceration** (Sesame Street)

This bilingual toolkit (Spanish and English) is designed to help young children (ages 3-8) deal with parental incarceration. It includes videos featuring Sesame Street characters, a guide for parents and caregivers, a children's book, and other tools.

**Children of Incarcerated Parents** (Youth.gov)

This guide offers an overview of the issue and a wide range of resources for different audiences, including educators.
Helping Traumatized Children Learn (Trauma and Learning Policy Initiative)

The Trauma and Learning Policy Initiative website advocates for "trauma-sensitive schools" that create safe environments for traumatized children. Free downloads of policy and guide books for designing trauma-sensitive schools are available.

Childhood Trauma Toolkit for Educators (National Child Traumatic Stress Network)

The National Child Traumatic Stress Network has put together a toolkit for educators dealing with children experiencing trauma. Especially useful is the Suggestions for Educators document.

Videos and Presentations

Educators Are Critical Partners in Making A Difference in the Lives of Children of Incarcerated Parents

http://youth.gov/youth-topics/children-of-incarcerated-parents/presentations

This webinar hosted by the Federal Interagency Reentry Council (FIRC) Subcommittee on Children of Incarcerated Parents and the American Institutes for Research includes discussion of the issue of COIP as well as strategies for educators to help students dealing with this issue. This webinar also includes the perspective of a youth with an incarcerated parent.

Programming

This article provides ideas for programming and resources to make the library a more welcoming and useful place for children and other family members of incarcerated people.

**Jail and Prison Libraries** (Brooklyn Public Library)

This website describes some of the resources made available to incarcerated persons and their families through the Brooklyn Public Library. Notable programs include the TeleStory program, which allows children and their incarcerated parent to read a book together through a live video feed at no cost, and the Daddy/Mommy & Me program, which teaches incarcerated parents how to help with their child's education from afar and enables the parent to record a reading of their favorite book which is given to their child.

**Companions Journeying Together - Programs**

Companions Journeying Together provides services to help improve the emotional and mental health of incarcerated people and their families. Aunt Mary's Storybook Project gives incarcerated mothers the opportunity to record themselves reading a book, which will later be given to their child. Fathers Read allows incarcerated fathers to read books to their children once a month.

**Practical Tips**

**Tip Sheet for Mentors: Supporting Children Who Have an Incarcerated Parent** (Youth.gov)

This tip sheet provides guidance for mentors looking to help a child with an incarcerated parent.

**Tip Sheet for Teachers (Pre-K through 12): Supporting Children Who Have an Incarcerated Parent** (Youth.gov)

This tip sheet offers advice to educators for interacting with and helping COIP.


This guide offers practical advice for visiting an incarcerated individual, as well as sending them mail and calling them. It offers information on what to bring, what not to bring, and what to expect when visiting an incarcerated person.

**Top Ten Things You Should Know** (Project Avary)
This resource succinctly describes some basic knowledge adults should have when interacting with COIP.

**Tips for Talking with and Helping Children and Youth Cope after a Disaster or Traumatic Event** (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Service Administration)

COIP may have experienced trauma before, during, or after their parent's arrest or incarceration. This guide offers advice for how to appropriately speak with traumatized children.

**Legislation**

**The Adoption and Safe Families Act: Barriers to Reunification between Children and Incarcerated Parents**


This guide contains information on navigating the Adoption and Safe Families Act, which can cause problems during reunification of COIP and their formerly incarcerated parent.

**Collection Development**

Many of the following resources were drawn from **Recommended Reading** ([http://sfonline.barnard.edu/children/reading.htm](http://sfonline.barnard.edu/children/reading.htm)) by Venezia Michalsen:

**For Young Children**


**For Teens and Older Children**


FOSTER CHILDREN

Introduction

As a school librarian, you work with many different children during the course of a given day. While your goal as a school librarian may be to foster traditional and digital literacy skills in students, you may also be providing a service to students who may never have set foot in a library before or who might not have access to books and technology in the home. In some cases, these children may not have a stable home to go to at the end of the day and may not have access to materials needed for class; school may be the only stable thing in their life.

In fact, in the United States today there are approximately 500,000 children in the foster care system. This number has nearly doubled over the past 30 years and continues to grow, particularly with better methods of detecting child abuse (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services). With the number of foster children in the system, there is a good chance you have encountered a foster child. The following video talks about foster care from the perspective of foster children and shares some common statistics and definitions related to foster youth.


There are many unique challenges that foster youth face on a daily basis. They may not have the needed materials to complete their coursework, such as Internet access, books, paper and pens and a quiet place to study or work. They may shift homes frequently, and they may have unique behavioral challenges because of the lack of stability and consistency in their life. They may not be able to find the books they checked out from the library because they move to a new home each week. They may not have an adult in their life to encourage them with their school work and in some cases, as the school librarian, you may find yourself in this role. Less than three percent of foster youth attend college, which is a sad and staggering statistic (Texas Children’s
Commission 2004). School librarians may find themselves in the role of advocate as the student begins to think about life beyond middle or high school.

The following resources will help you along the journey of working with foster children in your library. As you seek to create programs and services to address the unique needs of foster youth, the following resources can guide you to clearinghouses, websites, and other materials for creating innovative programs that address the needs of foster youth in schools.

**Works Cited**


**Further Readings**

If you are working with foster care youth in your school library or have a group of students that you would like to work with, the first step is to develop an understanding of the unique needs of these students. The following readings will help you get started with basic knowledge and understanding of ways that school librarians can make a positive difference in the lives of foster youth.

**Articles**


This article covers an innovative program that connects foster care children to their local public library. It talks about challenges facing foster youth such as access issues for getting library cards. School librarians may want to create special programs for children who want to check out books, regardless of fines and other issues. For children who move around a lot, it is common to lose books and other materials as they are shuffled from place to place. This article creates awareness about this issue.


This article includes common barriers to education that foster youth face, such as being behind in school, emotional issues that relate to abuse, neglect and displacement from their home, and possibly not having received credit in school that they have already earned due to
moving around so much. Issues such as school records and behavior management are covered.

**Infographics and Brochures**
National Resource Center for Permanency and Family Connections. 2014. *Fostering Success in Education: National Fact Sheet on the Educational Outcomes of Children in Foster Care.*


This resource is a comprehensive fact sheet about educational outcomes for children living in foster care, complete with statistics and other research highlights related to fostering success in education for children in foster care.

**Scholarly Articles**

This article covers policy and practice related to fostering resiliency in children, particularly children who are at-risk. Topics covered include how to establish a “secure base” and how to ensure that students are growing their self-worth and self-efficacy skills and how that relates to positive school experiences.

**State and National Reports**


This report includes colorful graphs depicting data on the state of foster youth in California. The report is consistent with national trends regarding foster youth, such as low college entrance rates, higher than average rates of disability, and low school performance.

**Resources**
The following resources can be used for program development and to gain more background into how to help foster care youth in your school.

**National Resources**
This website offers links for children, foster parents and communities who are interested in helping foster youth. It also has a link to real-life stories that would be helpful for school librarians wanting to understand the challenges facing foster youth. The site also provides links to additional publications and information about celebrating National Foster Care Month in May.


This website provides links to resources for early childhood education, K-12 and postsecondary issues facing foster children and other helpful websites and resources.

State or Local Resources

This publication covers most states and the laws that are associated with foster youth as it pertains to education. For example, some states have laws that regulate children being able to stay in the same school, even if they move frequently. This is a great resource for school librarians to be aware of for educating teachers, principals, and foster parents about the rights of foster children and education.

Resources for High School Students Who Are “Aging Out” of the Foster Care System

Opportunity Passport (Jim Casey Youth Opportunities Initiative)

Opportunity Passport is a program that helps youth understand and achieve financial independence and helps prepare them for aging out of the system, sometimes even while they are still in secondary school.

One Laptop (Foster Care Counts)

Foster Care Counts is a program that helps foster children get resources for attending college. This is a program that could be supported by school libraries for foster children on the path to college. Sometimes just knowing that there is someone in your corner can help a foster child get out of a negative spiral and encourage him to aim high. For most students attending college, they often find themselves in a situation at one time or another where they need help from a parent or loved one. Sadly, for foster children, this could be the difference between staying in college or having to drop out.


Foster Care to Success is one of the oldest national 401(c)3 organizations that works exclusively with college-bound foster youth. For over thirty years, the organization has been providing a wide range of services and outreach initiatives to ensure that foster youth have an opportunity to be successful after they “age out” of the foster care system. Below are a few of the programs that this organization provides to college bound students.

**Programming**

The following are sample programs that other libraries have developed to help foster youth become college ready and engaged in their communities. School libraries are in a unique position to offer similar programs to help engage foster children in school during the summer months or to partner with colleges and universities to increase the number of foster youth going to college. While some of these programs originated out of different contexts, school libraries could be an incubator for similar programs for foster youth at the elementary, middle school, or secondary level.

**Book Drives and Leadership Project**


The article details a program created by a school librarian who wanted to ensure all children in her library had access to new books through book fairs and felt emotionally supported in school. She started a book drive so all kids could have books on book fair day and enlisted the help of kids in her library to package the books and write notes of encouragement to go inside each package. Through this program she provided much needed access to books to foster children as well as leadership opportunities to all children in her library.

**College-Readiness Programs**

Many school libraries are able to provide college-readiness programs to foster youth. With less than three percent of foster youth entering college, it is imperative that schools partner with community agencies and others to ensure that foster youth are educated about the opportunities that exist once they are no longer in secondary schools ([National Working Group on Foster Care Education](http://www.nationalworkinggroup.org)) 2014). The following are some resources for talking to foster youth about college.

**Federal Student Aid** (U.S. Department of Education)

The Federal Student Aid website provides a [college-readiness checklist](http://www.fedaid.gov) that can be printed and distributed in your school library.

**FosterEd Program.** (National Center for Youth Law)
The FosterEd Program is a research based model currently being piloted in three states. At the core of the model is identification of people at the child’s school (in addition to other community agencies and parents) who can advocate and support the child in attaining educational and life success. There is potential for school libraries to be one of the support prongs in this model.

Programs That Partner with Universities
Many foster children do not realize that their performance in middle and high school will affect their prospects for college and career after they graduate. School libraries are the perfect place to educate foster youth about endless opportunities and possibilities that await them after they age out of the foster system. The following are some good programs where libraries and school districts have partnered with other agencies to provide digital literacy and other training to foster youth during out of school time.

PRWeb. 2016. “Rhode Island Foster Youth at First Star URI Academy Complete Inaugural Summer.”

Established in connection with First Star Academy, this program brings junior and senior high school students in the foster care system to a residential setting at a university for the summer. The program helps students learn digital literacy and life skills, and helps them bridge the gap for college readiness. The goal of the program is to offer foster children hope about the possibility of attending college once they age out of the foster system.


**Online Programs**


This online curriculum is offered free to children who are in the foster care system. The online curriculum is geared toward preschool and elementary-aged children and could be incorporated into school library curriculum.

**Practical Tips**

**Brochures and Fact Sheets**


**Legislation**

**Approved Legislation**


The Senate bill may be helpful for principals and other educators who want to ensure that their school and school libraries are following the law in relation to foster children. The bill that was passed in November 2015 and signed into law in December 2015 ensured interagency collaboration for foster children. One major change is that foster children can remain in one school, regardless of how many times they move throughout the school year. Another change is that the state must track the educational achievement of foster children and are responsible for ensuring that they can achieve educational success.

**Other Reports**


This report contains state-level responses to the foster care educational crisis in the United States and discusses what states have done to ensure educational stability and transportation to foster youth. The report covers early childhood development and postsecondary educational benefits and outlines ways agencies can collaborate to ensure foster children do not fall through the cracks.


The Foster Care Bill of Rights has been enacted in 15 states and is set forth with the hopes that children in the foster care system will be educated about their rights. In the past, many foster children did not understand that they had the right to participate in extracurricular activities or other educational opportunities. The goal is that all foster youth will know of their rights and opportunities under the law.


This article discusses the ESSA law, which requires states to track foster care as a separate subgroup for data keeping in order to ensure educational attainment among foster youth.
Collection Development

Books

The following books are suggested for school library collections; most focus on children in the foster care system or teachers looking for professional development on the topic.


This book, written by an American foster mother, discusses the current state of the system from multiple perspectives. Written in narrative form, it follows the lives of many real-life people living and navigating within the foster care system and is based on personal accounts and interviews.


This book was written for preschool and elementary-aged children in foster care. It covers topics such as emotions, questions that children ask, and the role of the many adults (social workers, teachers, foster parents, etc.) in the lives of foster children.


This picture book is written for elementary-aged children and depicts the story a puppy that is shifted from home to home and the feelings and sensory and adjustment issues he experiences.


This book is written from the foster parent perspective, is geared more towards middle or high school aged youth and adults. It traces the story of a foster girl who appeared on the author’s doorstep and the painstaking journey that ensued.
HOMELESS YOUTH

Introduction

Homelessness can be especially difficult for children. Almost 2.5 million children experienced homelessness in the U.S. in 2013 according to a calculation using the most recent U.S. Department of Education data on homeless children in U.S. public schools and 2013 U.S. Census data (American Institutes for Research 2014); that’s one in 30 children. For librarians who wish to assist homeless children and youth in schools or the community, understanding this population is an important first step.

Among all homeless children and youth, 78 percent (or 140,965) were part of a homeless family with children; 7 percent (or 36,907) were unaccompanied homeless youth. Most unaccompanied youth (87 percent or 32,240 people) were between the ages of 18 and 24; the remaining 13 percent (or 4,667 people) were under the age of 18 (U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development Office of Community Planning and Development 2015).

The total number of homeless students enrolled by state for the 2013–2014 school year was 1,301,239 (National Center for Homeless Education 2015). According to Subtitle VII-B of the McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act, the term “homeless children and youth” are defined as individuals who lack a fixed, regular, and adequate nighttime residence (U.S Department of Education 2004). This term includes children and youths who share housing with others due to loss of housing, economic hardship, or a similar reason; live in motels, hotels, trailer parks, or camping grounds due to the lack of alternative adequate accommodations; live in emergency or transitional shelters; are abandoned in hospitals; or are awaiting foster care placement. This term also applies to children and youths who have a primary nighttime residence that is a public or private place not designed for or ordinarily used as a regular sleeping accommodation for human beings, for example, children and youths who are living in cars, parks, public spaces, abandoned buildings, substandard housing, bus or train stations, or similar settings.

Homelessness results from the combined effects of extreme poverty, lack of affordable housing, decreasing government supports, parents raising children alone, domestic violence, and fractured social supports. The experience of homelessness results in a loss of community, routines, possessions, privacy, and security. Children, mothers, and families who live in shelters must make significant adjustments to shelter living and are confronted by other problems, such as the need to re-establish a home, interpersonal difficulties, mental and physical problems, and child-related difficulties such as illness.

“Compared to non-homeless children, homeless children are twice as likely to repeat a grade, have twice the rate of learning disabilities, and have three times the rate of emotional and behavioral problems.”
Homelessness also makes families more vulnerable to other forms of trauma such as physical and sexual assault, witnessing violence, or abrupt separation. The stress related to these risks comes in addition to the stress resulting from homelessness itself and can impede recovery due to ongoing traumatic reminders and challenges.

“Children bear the brunt of homelessness and are sick at twice the rate of other children. They suffer twice as many ear infections, have four times the rate of asthma, and have five times more diarrhea and stomach problems. Homeless children go hungry twice as often as non-homeless children. More than one-fifth of homeless preschoolers have emotional problems serious enough to require professional care, but less than one-third receive any treatment (National Child Traumatic Stress Network 2005).”

Additionally, “compared to non-homeless children, homeless children are twice as likely to repeat a grade, have twice the rate of learning disabilities, and have three times the rate of emotional and behavioral problems. Half of school-age homeless children experience anxiety, depression, or withdrawal compared to 18 percent of non-homeless children. By the time homeless children are eight years old, one in three has a major mental disorder (National Child Traumatic Stress Network 2005).” These are not only challenges in themselves but they may also be faced with other adversities, putting a child at greater risk for trauma reactions and making recovery difficult.

Works Cited


Further Readings

The sources featured in this section offer insight into a number of initiatives implemented by librarians and other educators to serve homeless children at their respective institutions. The articles that feature successful programs discuss outreach with community members that take the library to the children, whether at shelters or in a public library setting. Other articles featured in this section provide tools and tips to help librarians better understand the plight of homeless students and what they can do to improve access to educational resources.


Resources

Infographics and Brochures

This infographic gives physical and verbal indications that may help librarians and educators identify students who are experiencing homelessness. If a student is exhibiting common signs they may be struggling in this area, librarians can identify the proper resources to disseminate to the student, their parents, or school administration.


This brochure gives pertinent information related to the McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act, as well as important contact information and frequently asked questions. The guide was primarily created to inform parents on their children’s rights as homeless students regarding their education.

Local and National Resources
The following are national organizations in the U.S. that provide assistance to those experiencing homelessness or are in a crisis situation. Several organizations also provide assistance with issues related to the education of a child or youth experiencing homelessness.

Local Contacts for Services to Homeless Children and Youth (PDF)
The PDF provides a list of suggested individuals and organizations for librarians to contact in their respective states.

National Center for Homeless Education (NCHE) Helpline
The NCHE Helpline offers assistance related to education issues of children and youth who are experiencing homelessness. Resources available from the NCHE can be used by school personnel, parents, community organizations, and shelter providers. Support can be found on the web, by calling 1-800-308-2145, or by e-mail at homeless@serve.org.

Crisis Intervention – Girls and Boys Town National Hotline
This 24-hour crisis hotline (1-800-448-3000) offers resources and a referral line for youth and parents.

National Runaway Safeline
This organization provides support and services to runaway youth, parents, school, and community members—call 1-800-RUNAWAY, or text 66008.

**Toolkits and Guides**


Section B.8.10-11 of the ALA Policy Manual outlines the guidelines and policies related to library service to the poor. These sections focus on the importance of serving poor and homeless populations and practical solutions librarians can implement in their service.

ALA Social Responsibilities Round Table and Office for Literacy and Outreach Services. 2012. *Extending Our Reach: Reducing Homelessness through Library Engagement.*

[www.alahome.org/offices/sites/alahome.org/offices/files/content/olos/toolkits/poorhomeless_FINAL.pdf](www.alahome.org/offices/sites/alahome.org/offices/files/content/olos/toolkits/poorhomeless_FINAL.pdf) (accessed May 6, 2016).

This comprehensive toolkit gives users guidelines for meaningful library service to homeless patrons. Included in this toolkit are important key terms and their definitions; advice for meeting the needs of the homeless population; programming ideas with model programs; and ALA policies.


This toolkit provides resources to school counselors and McKinney-Vento Liaisons. Librarians may find this toolkit useful when homeless students encounter educational challenges. It also provides resources that refer educators to appropriate services related to homelessness.

**Programming**

**DeKalb Public Library Project Horizons**

Project Horizons is an outreach initiative by the DeKalb Public Library in Decatur, Georgia. This program, which has been active for over 20 years, brings library services to many of the homeless shelters in the county, where they work with children and their parents. Services include promoting early literacy skills, homework help and free books, and helping parents find ways to interact with their children that promote good reading habits and encourage students to stay in school. This document is a guide to other librarians who wish to establish this kind of outreach service in their area.
The Yellow School Bus Project: Helping Homeless Students Get Ready for School (PDF)

This article describes the Yellow School Bus Project, a community program jointly sponsored by religious, civic, fraternal, business, and nonprofit organizations in Durham, New Hampshire, to provide homeless children with supplies and clothes to help them succeed in school.

The Library at the Boys and Girls Club of Santa Barbara, CA

Another example of services available to homeless and underserved students outside of school, the Boys and Girls Club of Santa Barbara, California, offers programming and a library where local children can get help with homework, enhance their literacy skills, and participate in extracurricular activities.

Multnomah County Library Outreach Services

Multnomah County Library in Portland, Oregon, provides a large number of outreach services. One service in particular is their outreach services to homeless shelters and transitional housing. Volunteers deliver books, periodicals, movies, and puzzles to children and teens each month.

Lesson Plans

Preparing Teachers to Work Effectively with Children Who Are Homeless (Jonathon’s Heart)

This lesson plan was developed by Jonathon’s Heart, a teacher-education curriculum subsidiary of Hear Us, which aims to raise awareness of and sensitivity to homeless children. It presents educators with resources to learn more about homeless students in order to get a better understanding of who they are and the best strategies to serve them in an educational setting.

Practical Tips

Tips for Use in the Library

If there are homeless students at your school, there may be some difficulty in coming up with strategies to reach them if they need assistance. Some homeless students may not be familiar with using a library and its services. A good starting point would be to educate yourself about the homeless student population so that you may better serve them. The following practical suggestions are from Serving Homeless Children in the School Library by Helen R. Adams and will help librarians give the best service possible to these students:

- Implement materials or a collection that reflect a culturally diverse student community.
• Select books on poverty and homelessness to enable homeless students to see themselves in the collection and their housed peers to learn about those conditions.

• Stock libraries with basic supplies commonly needed to complete assignments.

• Welcome new students and provide a library map, brochure describing library usage policies, a brief tour, and orientation to library resources.

• Assign a library buddy for elementary students.

• Set clear, consistent rules that provide structure to library use.

• Provide individual support and frequent encouragement to students as they seek resources and work on assignments.

• Provide the one-on-one attention homeless students often desire.

• Respect students' privacy in library usage and personal confidences.

• Remove fines and other financial barriers to students. Reserve a collection of books that children can keep, possible from donations.

• Help students plan where library books can be stored safely, and provide a calendar showing the day library books are due.

• Seek alternate ways to replace lost/damaged books such as asking a local service organization to establish a small fund for that purpose or offering students the option to work in the library to pay for a fine or book replacement.

**Ideas for Outreach Programs and Services**

Learning continues even outside of school. Homeless students struggle more than non-homeless students because they may not have access to books, help with homework, computers with Internet, or even a quiet place to study. It is in the student’s interest to meet them where they are. The following tips offer suggestions to provide a more comprehensive approach to providing library service to homeless students:

• Provide/offer social worker services in the library.

• Pair arts and crafts and literacy programs to develop skills at which this population already excels.

• Partner with schools and public libraries that address homelessness in youth (these may vary from state to state or city to city).

• Bring services to food banks, shelters, and other community organizations working with persons who are homeless; consider partnering with these organizations to offer relevant information sources, outreach services, social interaction, and entertainment.
- Read to younger children at a homeless shelter to generate an early interest in reading.
- Collect donated materials to distribute to homeless shelters or have available for free to students in the school library.
- Support local events held in homeless shelters or community centers by advertising in the school library.
- Host a game night or game-based programs at shelters or in the school library. Even simple fun can help children and teens briefly escape the harsh realities of homelessness.

**Tips for Use at Your Institution**

Librarian communication with school faculty and administration is key to identifying the homeless student population and finding the most effective tools to help them succeed. As a librarian, you may be these students’ best advocate. These suggestions may be shared with colleagues to generate a collective effort to support homeless students’ educational endeavors.

- Understand the rights of the homeless or other marginalized groups.
- Implement staff sensitivity training to eliminate the antagonistic policy trend toward persons experiencing homelessness.
- Provide guides or literature to help faculty/librarian perceptions of homeless students.
- Collaborate with administrators and faculty to identify students who need additional services.
- Share lesson plans and resources with teachers about students living in poverty and experiencing homelessness.

**Parental Involvement**

Parents play a strong role in their child’s education and children are more successful in school if a parent is involved. The following suggestions offer solutions to communicate with parents so they may see the value of their children using the library and engage in their child’s studies:

- Encourage parents and caregivers to read to their children regularly.
- Invite parents as part of an open house visit to highlight what the library has to offer.
- Host a Family Reading Night at the library or at a homeless shelter.
- Provide resources to parents to aid in the event of homelessness. This may include contact information of local social services, McKinney-Vento Legislative rights, suggested books, or upcoming programs.
Funding
School librarians may face financial challenges when developing outreach services. Programming and services outside school property may be outside of the library’s budget. The following suggestions may help to overcome the difficulties of funding extra-curricular library services:

- Search for grants
- Seek, accept, and distribute donated materials
- Consider volunteering your time
- Hold fundraisers
- Partner with public libraries

Legislation


The McKinney-Vento Education of Homeless Children and Youth Assistance Act is a federal law that ensures immediate enrollment and educational stability for homeless children and youth. McKinney-Vento provides federal funding to states to support district programs that serve homeless students.

Collection Development
The following lists are children’s book titles librarians may want to consider adding to their collection that reflect the lives of the homeless. Some of these lists will have the books organized by grade or reading level.

Children's Books (Jonathon’s Heart)

Suggested Children’s Books (Food Bank of Western Massachusetts)

Books about Homeless Youth (Richland Library, SC)
MIGRANT-WORKER FAMILIES

Introduction

In the United States, migrant-worker families are defined as families who migrate to find work in agricultural or fishing industries. Seventy-seven percent of migrant workers reported Mexican-born ethnicity (U.S. Dept. of Labor 2012). Children of migrant workers move frequently throughout the school year, often changing schools multiple times a year. According to the Office of Migrant Education, children of migrant workers face challenges, including poverty, language, and cultural barriers (U.S. Dept. of Ed. 2013). Education can be a challenge for children of migrant workers due to frequent relocations throughout the school year and low educational attainment by their parents. According to the Hispanic Policy Development Project, migrant parents have a strong desire to help their children succeed academically (Nicolai and Ramos 1990).

While some children in migrant-worker families may also have undocumented legal residency status in the United States, educators must be careful to not make assumptions about a student’s legal residency status. Seventy-three percent of children of undocumented parents are legal residents of the U.S. (Passel and Cohn 2009). However, children in migrant-worker families and undocumented students face many of the same challenges in terms of low educational attainment, as only 54 percent of undocumented students have at least a high school diploma (Passel and Cohn 2009).

School librarians can help close the achievement gap between migrant and non-migrant students by providing additional support for migrant-worker families through innovative programs and non-traditional opportunities for family engagement within the school. In areas with large migrant-worker populations, school librarians can establish partnerships with outside organizations that support migrant education efforts and initiatives.

This student-produced documentary features Mt. Vernon, Washington, students talking about their experiences as migrant youth.

Works Cited


Further Readings

Articles


Reports


This report outlines best practices and strategies for providing library services to immigrants with a focus on public libraries. However, school librarians will find valuable information on partnerships, outreach, programming, and collections that directly relate to serving migrant-worker families with a focus on education.

This survey provides a wealth of data about migrant workers in the United States. This tool can be used to estimate the number of migrant workers in your school’s geographic area.


This report provides an overview of migrant student educational achievement in Florida schools that received federal funding through the No Child Left Behind Act and Migrant Education Programs.

Scholarly Articles


This article reports the findings of a research study measuring the effects of a school library on migrant students in a Dutch school.


This article discusses how family involvement can positively influence language development of children in elementary school. School librarians who serve large migrant student populations may use the research findings as a guide to create programs in their schools that encourage parental involvement.


This article outlines best practices and strategies for increasing migrant parental involvement in a child’s education.


This research study focuses on identifying successful parental involvement practices in four U.S. school districts that serve migrant families. The findings indicate that the success of students from
migrant families is directly tied to meeting the needs of the parents and students.

**Resources**

The following resources provide additional information about migrant-student education opportunities:

**U.S. Department of Education: Office of Migrant Education**

The Office of Migrant Education provides programs that focus on educational support, funding, and technical information to support early childhood ed, high school, and college preparatory educational opportunities for the children of migrant workers. Their programs include Title I Migrant Education, College Assistance Migrant, High School Equivalency, and Migrant Education Even Start.

**Interstate Migrant Education Council**

The Interstate Migrant Education Council advocates for legislation relating to migrant education in the United States. Their website includes information about advocacy, resources, and national reports on migrant education.

**National Migrant Education Hotline**

1-800-234-8848

The National Migrant Education Hotline is free and available to migrant farmworkers, families, and out of school youth in the U.S.

**Resource Guide: Supporting Undocumented Youth**

This resource guide created by the U.S. Department of Education includes helpful tips, best practices, and examples of successful programs for educators to support undocumented migrant students in their communities.

**Programming**

Family programs and community partnerships with organizations that serve migrant youth and their families can support the educational services you provide as a school librarian.

**Parent/Child Book Club**

Consider starting a bilingual child/parent book club with copies of books available in different languages. It is important to design the program in a way that parents and child read together. You can also host family book discussions at your school library monthly or quarterly.
Cultural Celebrations and Activities
Highlight cultural activities and celebrations in your library, such as El día de los niños/El día de los libros, a yearly celebration of children, families, and reading on April 30.

“Mini-Corps” Tutoring Program
Connect with a community organization that serves migrant families. Pair your students with migrant adults pursuing teaching certification at your local college or university. The migrant adults can serve as lead tutors for students.

College-Readiness Program
Start a student leadership and college-readiness program in your school library. Create a college corner in your library that provides information (in English and Spanish) on college preparatory, financial aid, and scholarships for first-generation college students. You can also invite local colleges to your library to speak to your students.

Practical Tips
- Display library signs in both English and Spanish.
- Provide a fine forgiveness program to remove financial barriers to library services.
- Create a user-friendly website in English and Spanish.
- Partner with community organizations to offer language translation assistance at family programs.
- Collaborate with administrators and faculty to identify students who need additional services.
- Coordinate and co-plan programs with ESL teachers at your school.

Legislation
It is important to become familiar with federal legislation that relates to funding opportunities and student privacy guidelines for U.S. migrant education programs.

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, Title I, Part C; amended by the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, 20 U.S.C. 6391-6399; and again amended by the Every Student Succeeds Act of 2015. The Every Student Succeeds Act, which was signed into law on December 10, 2015, contains statutory provisions that apply to the Migrant Education Program. The new law supersedes the previous law. View all of the U.S. Department of Education's major legislation on the legislation page.
Family Education Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA). FERPA is a federal law that protects the privacy of student education records (20 U.S.C. § 1232g; 34 CFR Part 99). The law applies to all schools that receive funds under an applicable program of the U.S. Department of Education.

U.S. Department of Education's General Education Provisions Act (GEPA), Section 427. Section 427 requires each applicant for funds (other than an individual person) to include in its application a description of the steps the applicant proposes to take to ensure equitable access to, and participation in, its federally assisted program for students, teachers, and other program beneficiaries with special needs.

**Collection Development**

These books shine a light on the experiences of migrant-worker families and young migrant workers. By adding these books to your school library, students from migrant-worker families can see their stories reflected in the collection.

**For School librarians**


**For Children**


**For Teens**


NON-TRADITIONAL FAMILIES

Introduction

Today, students are increasingly being cared for by single parents in a variety of situations, including widows and widowers, divorced individuals, and those that have never been married. Students may have experienced or be experiencing the death, absence, or even incarceration of a parent.

Cohabitating parents have also become more common, as couples choose to remain unmarried but live in the same household. This situation in particular may create legal complexities for children.

Students may find themselves traveling between the households of their divorced parents and adjusting to new blended families as parents enter into new relationships.

In the absence of any biological parent, students may be placed in kinship care with relatives, such as aunts, uncles, and grandparents. The reasons for such placement are diverse and may include abandonment, loss of custody, incarceration, or even death.

As a result, students in non-traditional households may have a wide range of needs and concerns that must be addressed. In a time when households may or may not be places of stability, the school library offers these students (and their caregivers) a structured and supportive environment.


According to a 2015 Pew Research Center report titled “Parenting in America,” the structure of the American family has undergone dramatic changes. Many of our students are now members of non-traditional families that differ greatly from the nuclear family of the twentieth century (two married parents with one or more children).*

*Please note that in order to avoid redundancy, this guide will not include a discussion of GLBT families. Excellent resources on this topic may be found on the ALA website, including Outreach Resources and the wonderful work by the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender Round Table (GLBTRT).

Terms and Definitions

The terms and definitions below are based upon the many resources collected here and for the purposes of understanding this guide. They may or may not reflect the definitions of other organizations.

Traditional Family
A traditional family is commonly defined as containing two parents (traditionally one male and one female) in their first marriage, with one or more children.

Non-Traditional Family
A non-traditional family is defined here to be any family structure that differs from the above definition of a “traditional” family and includes (but is not limited to) the following:

- Single-parent family
- Cohabitating-parent family
- Blended family/Stepfamily
- Divorced-parent family/multiple-household family
- Non-resident–parent family/kinship care

Single-Parent Family
A single-parent family is a family unit in which children are cared for by the biological mother or father, with no spouse or partner present. (For the purposes of this resource, we do not include foster parents in this definition. Please see the Foster Care section of this guide.)

Cohabitating-Parent Family
A cohabitating-parent family is a family unit in which children are cared for by both biological parents, who are living together but not legally married.
Blended Family/Stepfamily
A blended family or stepfamily is a family unit in which children are cared for by a biological parent and a step-parent (with potential step-siblings) as a result of a second or later marriage.

Divorced-Parent Family/Multiple-Household Family
A divorced-parent family or multiple-household family is a family unit in which divorced parents share the care of biological children in some form of custody situation. As a result, children travel to and live in multiple households.

Non-Resident–Parent Family/Kinship Care
A non-resident–parent family or kinship care is a family unit in which neither biological parent is present to care for children. Care falls to a grandmother, grandfather, aunt, uncle, or other relative.

Further Readings

Briefs and Reports
GENERAL


This analysis of U.S. Census Bureau data covers the evolution of the American family structure over 55 years, including implications for stability and economic security.


This article examines trends in family structure in the United States and the effect on youth well-being by drawing from national data sources and related studies.


This article analyzes the end of the dominant “traditional” family type, what new family types have arisen over the past several decades, and the many forces behind those changes.


This report summarizes the findings of the Fragile Families and Child Wellbeing Study and offers insight into the effects of so-called “fragile
family” situations, with a focus on non-marital births and cohabitating parent situations. It also provides recommendations for policies.


This article offers insights into current parenting practices and outlooks for the modern American family in its many forms. The report covers five major areas:

- The American Family Today
- Satisfaction, Time, and Support
- Parenting Approaches and Concerns
- Childcare and Education
- Children’s Extracurricular Activities

**KINSHIP CARE**


This article examines households in which grandparents and grandchildren live together, including grandchildren under the care of a grandparent-maintained household.


This report examines trends at the national and state level related to grandparents who live with or act as the primary caregiver of their grandchildren, including the needs of caregivers new to this role.

**SINGLE PARENTS**


This report examines trends in births to unmarried women in the United States and the effect on youth well-being by drawing from national data sources and related studies.
Online Articles

GENERAL


This article discusses several types of non-traditional families, the potential challenges they face, and how these dangers may be mitigated.


This article examines the concept of the “traditional family,” why that is changing today, and why the term “non-traditional” may not be as appropriate as it seems.


This article looks at the decline of the “traditional” family structure, leading to an end to its dominance and the emergence of other types of families.

COHABITATION


This article examines the rise of cohabitation among couples with children and the possible implications.


This article covers the economic implications of cohabitation of modern couples versus legal marriage.

DIVORCE

This article considers the resilience of children when faced with divorce, their ability to bounce back, and factors that may affect that ability.


This article offers tips, suggestions, and strategies to ensure that school-age children are able to succeed in school following a divorce.


This article discusses how different types of children, at different ages and stages, may respond to a divorce and how to counteract responses when they are negative.

KINSHIP CARE


This article looks at the increase in multigenerational households due to the economic crisis of the past decade, with a focus on grandparent-headed households and the issues they may present to grandparent caregivers.


This article examines data from the U.S. Census Bureau, including the rise of grandparent-caregiver households and the implications of these changing statistics.


This article considers the factors that lead to child well-being when children are under the care of grandparents.

SINGLE PARENTS

This article focuses on the psychological and developmental issues that may affect children living with a single parent and ways to mitigate them.


This article looks at the potential effects of single-parent homes on children, including academic and emotional factors.

**Scholarly Articles**

The articles included represent just a portion of the research available on non-traditional families, the effects on children, and the connection to academics.

**ROLE OF THE SCHOOL LIBRARIAN**


This article provides a brief overview of how school libraries can support students in urban settings, including those in non-traditional family situations.


This article offers practical tips and strategies for school librarians to serve as stabilizing and encouraging forces in the lives of “at-risk” teens in a variety of life situations.


This article encourages school librarians to reach out to at-risk students in need of a mentor or role model and offers strategies in order to build behaviors and an environment welcoming mentorship.

**GENERAL**


This article takes a “life course” perspective of the various family structures and living arrangements that are characteristic of families in the twenty-first century.


This article investigates the correlation between adolescents in unstable family situations and their academic achievement,
specifically course-taking patterns and the ability to thrive in an academic environment.


This article investigates the impact of fathers’ involvement in the education of their children on the academic success of those children, from Kindergarten to 12th grade.


This article investigates the effects of family structure on parental involvement in school-based activities from grades 1 to 12 and how the presence of resources and differences in culture may affect the level of involvement.


This article investigates the ability of a positive school climate to counteract negative family structure situations, based on the perceptions of students of their school climate, type of family structure, and reported GPA.


This article investigates the impact of living arrangements and family environment on student engagement in school and extracurricular activities, including factors of turbulence, parenting context, and economic resources.

**BLEND FAMILIES/STEPFAMILIES**


This article analyzes data drawn from households with mothers and stepfathers to draw conclusions about how children perceive their families and what factors lead to positive impressions.


This article builds on information gathered by the Stepfamily Experience Project of Brigham Young University by analyzing how children’s relationships with biological parents and stepparents contribute to child stress.
**COHABITATION**


This article analyzes several different scenarios of cohabitation, including two biological parents and one biological parent with a new partner, to determine what the socio-economic, academic, legal, and other implications may be that affect a child's well-being.

**DIVORCE**


While this study took place in Australia, it offers insight from interviews with a large sample of teachers and draws from their experiences offering support to students in separation or divorce situations.

**KINSHIP CARE**


This article investigates the connection between children and their nonresident biological parents, including differences and similarities between interactions with each parent, and how the nature of these relationships impact children's well-being.


This article examines the complexities of children's relationships with nonresident parents, including visitation and financial support and the different types of caregivers and living situations children are placed in.

**SINGLE PARENTS**


This article considers the effects on student academic achievement for children living in single-parent households at the state, level. Notably, it does not align with other studies that theorize or indicate that single-parent households have a negative effect.

This article investigates the current situation of educational achievement of children in single-parent families in the United States, as compared to other countries in the world. Findings suggest that the achievement gap in the United States is much more pronounced than in other countries.


This article investigates the relationship between single-parent families, low-income status, and the effects on children’s completion of schooling.

**Resources**

**Helpful Guides**

**GENERAL**


This guide for parents and educators describes common mental and emotional issues that students may face at different ages due to trauma and offers strategies to foster resilience.


This guide for parents and teachers offers strategies for reaching out to kids and teens about tough topics, such as depression.


This guide discusses the topic of diversity and provides information about how to introduce diversity into the classroom, from developing cultural sensitivity to family outreach.


This section of a family engagement guide offers detailed information about how to connect with non-traditional families. While this guide was written for after-school professionals, it is applicable to all educators.

This guide offers advice on how to discuss tough topics with students in the PreK-K range, including potentially traumatic situations.

**BLENDED FAMILIES**


This article provides insight into the common challenges faced by stepfamilies and ways to approach them in a positive manner.


This guide describes scenarios and issues particular to stepfamilies and provides advice on how to approach them.

**DEATH**


This broad guide provides specific recommendations for educators to follow when helping students who are having a variety of difficult situations at home.


This article provides advice on how to respond as a teacher when a student is going through the grieving process. It includes tips, book recommendations, and lesson ideas.


This article offers advice on how to approach the topic of death with students in the PreK-K range, including a discussion of the psychological and emotional process these students face, and recommendations for how to speak to them.

**DIVORCE**


Makes recommendations for guiding children through divorce, when it may be time for parents to seek help, and some resources available.

Draws on the expertise of professionals to advise teachers on helping students whose parents are going through a divorce.

Between Teacher & Parent Guides for PreK-K (Brodkin 2016)

Series of guides intended to assist educators in guiding PreK-K students through various family changes, including separation, divorce, and remarriage.


Guide created for School Psychology students at the University of Delaware that offers tips to both teachers and parents about guiding children through divorce and supporting their unique situation.


Offers tips on how educators can support students going through divorce, including accommodations and where to draw the line.

Breaks down children by age group and offers advice on “what to say and do” to best help students to understand and cope with divorce. While intended primarily for parents, the advice is also useful to educators.

**KINSHIP CARE**


This article provides insight into the particular challenges faced by grandparent caregivers and lists other avenues of help.


This fact sheet covers topics related to kinship caregivers and the child welfare system.


This article offers tips, tools, and resources for grandparent caregivers and offers a window into the challenges faced by all kinship caregivers.

**SINGLE PARENTS**


This brief article discusses the potential stressful aspects of single-parent families and how family members can cope.


This article offers a student’s perspective on single-parent families and the challenges they may face, as well as advice to other students in this position.

**Websites**

About Kinship Care (Child Welfare Information Gateway)

This introduction to kinship care by the Child’s Bureau of the U.S. government includes definitions, legal considerations, and links to resources.
America’s Families and Living Arrangements (U.S. Census Bureau)

This annual collection of demographic data includes information about the residents of each housing unit and how they are related.

- **Current Data** [Click the link above and navigate to Latest Releases > Detailed Tables to access the most recent tables]
  
  Tables in this section include information collected during the most recent U.S. census.

- **Historical Time Series**

  Historical data is available in graph and table formats.

Child Welfare Information Gateway

This national information hub for child welfare professionals includes topic overviews, state-specific resources, news, and other tools related to child welfare in the United States.

Future of Children

This partnership between Princeton University and the Brookings Institution draws on research in order to disseminate information and suggest policies related to children’s well-being.

Grandfamilies (Generations United)

This webpage acts as an introduction to “grandfamilies,” or kinship care families under grandparents.

Kinship Care Resource Center (Michigan State University School of Social Work)

While designed primarily for kinship caregivers in Michigan, this center offers many resources about kinship care and includes kinship programs by state.

National Survey of Family Growth (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention)

This survey conducted every five years by the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) collects data related to fertility, family structure, and demographics.

**Programming**

**Elementary School**

- **Family Colors: Interviewing Our Families** (Teaching Tolerance) Grades K–5

- **Family Spotlight** (Teaching Tolerance) Grades 3–5
- **Because of Winn-Dixie Teacher's Guide** (Scholastic) Grades 3–5
- **Dear Mr. Henshaw Teaching Plan** and **Dear Mr. Henshaw Discussion Guide** (Scholastic) Grades 3–5
- **Different Kinds of Families** (Advocates for Youth) Grade K
- **Lesson Ideas: Divorce** (BrainPOP Educators) Grades K–3
- **Diversity of Families** (Teachers.net) Grades 1–3
- **Family Tapestry Unit** (Teaching Tolerance) Grades K–5
- **Fun in the Classroom with Amber Brown** (Scholastic) Grades 3–5
- **Joey Pigza Loses Control Teaching Plan** (Scholastic) Grades 3–5
- **Listen To Me!** (Scholastic) Grades 3–5
- **The Shape of Home** (Teaching Tolerance) Grades 3–12
- **The Summer of Riley Lesson Plan** (Scholastic) Grades 3–5
- **Talking about Our Families** (Teaching Tolerance) Grades K–5
- **We Are Family** (Scholastic) Grades PreK–K
- **Lesson Plans** for Your School (Welcoming Schools) Grades K–6
- **What Makes a Family?** (Teaching Tolerance) Grades 3–5

**Middle/High School**

- **Divorce: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly!** (ALEX) Grades 9–12
- **How Has Your Family Helped—or Hindered—Your Transition to a New School?** (New York Times Learning Network) Grades 9–12
- **The Shape of Home** (Teaching Tolerance) Grades 3–12
- **Untying the Knot** (New York Times Learning Network) Grades 6–12

**Practical Tips**

**Be Proactive**

Review the family contacts listed for each student, and take note of how these contacts are related to the student. Who is the primary contact? Is it the mother, father, or another family member? Has the student been flagged for a custody situation?
Be Welcoming
Make time at the start of the year to learn about your students and their families, and facilitate healthy discussion among your students about families. Be sure to emphasize that students from all types of families are welcome. (See the family-themed lesson plans.)

Be Inclusive
Set a standard for inclusion and representation from the beginning. Take a look at the topical book lists included in this guide, and see how you might integrate titles into your collection that reflect your student population. Does your collection represent the kinds of students you see? Are your students able to see themselves in your books?

Be Empathetic
Students in certain family situations may require flexibility and understanding on your part. A student who travels between residences or acts as a second mother in a home with a single parent that works long hours may not return her books on time. Try to balance student responsibilities with their realities. Did a student leave a book “at dad’s house” and is not sure when he’s seeing him again?

Be Part of a Team
Reach out to guidance staff if you have any questions or uncertainties about a student’s family or living situation. Alternatively, reach out to the student’s classroom teacher or teachers. Did the student mention something you would like to confirm? Do you want to prevent an uncomfortable situation from arising in class?

Be There
Just be there. Listen to your students who want to talk about their families, seek your advice, or just need help. Understand that students in transitory or anxiety-inducing situations may turn to you as a stable, reliable figure. You are an important anchor in their lives.

Legislation
The following resources include information related to many non-traditional family situations, including marriage and divorce law, child custody, child welfare, kinship care, and more.

- Child Custody: An Overview (Legal Information Institute)
- State Statutes Search (Child Welfare Information Gateway)
- Cohabitation Law and Legal Definition (USLegal)
- Divorce and Separation: An Overview (Legal Information Institute)
- Divorce Laws by the Fifty States, District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico (Legal Information Institute)
- **Grandfamilies: Legal Issues** (Generations United 2016)
- **Legislation and Policies Addressing Kinship Care** (Child Welfare Information Gateway)
- **Marriage** (Legal Information Institute)

**Collection Development**

Developed for this resource guide, this book list is broken down by grade-level ranges and includes nonfiction books that discuss non-traditional family topics and fiction books that offer an inclusive view of children and families that are considered non-traditional. Each title is accompanied by a summary provided by Follett and tagged in blue according to its subject area(s). Many titles may cover more than one subject.

These book lists are intended to provide a starting point for building a collection that is representative of non-traditional families. This is by no means an exhaustive list of what is available. New titles continue to be published and consequently representation of non-traditional families will hopefully continue to improve.

**Non-Traditional Families Book List**

- Book List: K-3
- Book List: 3-6
- 5-8 Book List
- YA Book List